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1. Attempt any four parts of thefotlowing questions : (4x5=20)

(a) Differentiate between CNC and" DNC system'

(b) Explain the dimensioning system used in NC machine'

(c) Describe open loop and closed loop system used in NC

machines.

(d)WhataretheadvantagesofNCmachinosoverconventional

machines ?

What is adaptive control system ? Explain briefly'

Write short note on the various tape formats'

2. Attempt any two parts oftlie following questions : (2x10=20)

(a) Explain the computer assisted parl programming in detail

and also explain the working of post processor'

(b) Enlist and explain various motion statements inAPT'
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{c) Write manual NC part program to drill hoies in a plate of

thickness 10 mm as shown in Fig (1)' Speed - 540 rpm

and feed rate is I mm/min.
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3. Attempt any two parts of tlle following questions : (2x1(F20)

(a) Statette workingprrineiple and applications of :

(i) Digital to analog convertor

(ii) StepPer motor.

(b) Explain with the help ofadiagram, the principle and working

of circular interpolator.

(c) Discuss the construction and u'orking principle of LVDT.

4. Atternpt any two parts of the following qtrestions : (2x10=20)

(a) What is group technology ? How is it useful in FMS ?

(b) ExplaintheCAFPbriefiY.

(c) What is CIM ? IVIention various elements of CtrM.
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5. Attempt any two parts of the following questions : (2x10=20)

(a) Compare between NC machines vs rsbots. Also briefly

write types and generations of robots with applications'

(b) What is artificial intelligence ? Discuss various elements

of artificial intelligence.

(c) What is a robot ? How is it classified based on

manipulator ?
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